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Contemporary Fiction

VIGDIS HJORTH
A House in Norway
Translated by Charlotte Barslund
978-1-909408-31-9
A House in Norway is the story of Alma, a textile artist
who rents out an apartment in her house to supplement
her income. She is given an assignment to design a
tapestry to celebrate the centenary of women’s suffrage,
but soon ﬁnds that it is a daunting task. Meanwhile,
a Polish family moves into her apartment, and their
activities challenge her self-image as a good feminist
and an open-minded liberal. Is it possible to reconcile
the impulse to be generous with the imperative need for
personal space?
paperback • £11.95 • 175 pages • 2017
Available as
ebook

ILMAR TASKA
Pobeda 1946 - A Car Called Victory
Translated by Christopher Moseley
978-1-909408-42-5
In 1946 Tallin a young boy is transﬁxed by the beauty
of a luxurious cream-coloured car gliding down the
street. It is a Russian Pobeda, a car called Victory.
The sympathetic driver invites the boy for a ride
and enquires about his family. Soon the boy's father
disappears. Ilmar Taska's debut novel captures the
distrust and fear among Estonians living under Soviet
occupation after World War II.
'An elegant novel about the reality of an occupied
country.'
Soﬁ Oksanen
Available as
ebook
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paperback • £11.95 • 192 pages • 2018
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KIRSTEN THORUP
The God of Chance
Translated by Janet Garton
978-1-909408-03-6
The God of Chance focuses on the lives of two very
different women: Ana, a career woman from Copenhagen
whose work is her life, and the young Mariama, whom
she meets on a beach in Gambia and who becomes a
substitute for the family she has never had. The story
depicts the gulf between European affluence and
the poverty of a developing country; it explores our
dependence on money, our need to be in control in every
situation, and the problematic relationship between
sponsor or donor and recipient.

Available as
ebook

‘this distinguished novel by one of Denmark’s foremost
writers … [a] compellingly readable translation’
TLS
paperback • £11.95 • 300 pages • 2013

JÓGVAN ISAKSEN
Walpurgis Tide
Translated by John Keithsson
978-1-909408-24-1
Two British environmental activists are discovered dead
amongst the whale corpses after a whale-kill in Tórshavn.
The detective Hannis Martinsson is asked to investigate
by a representative of the organisation Guardians of the
Sea – who shortly afterwards is killed when his private
plane crashes. Suspicion falls on Faroese hunters,
angry at persistent interference in their traditional whale
hunt; but the investigation leads Martinsson to a much
larger group of international vested interests, and the
discovery of a plot which could devastate the whole
country.

Available as
ebook
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paperback • £11.95 • 282 pages • 2016
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